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ABOUT US
Fibresmith is a leading manufacturer, wholesaler, & service provider of jeep and automotive modification accessories, offering a
wide range of it such as hard tops, front grills, wheel arch, Seat
Cover & interiors and more. Fibre Smith has been able to accomplish the diverse demands of customers.With an impeccable experience and technical excellence, Fibre Smith is a one stop go for
Jeep Customization and Modification.
We customize and modify your pre owned and new rugged
beasts for a wild, remarkable, safe,
off-road experience.
We also offer our customers, a wide range of 4*4
accessories and performance products. With a passion towards
boundless innovations is focussed on the on the whole functionality and gearing.
Fibre Smith, A well-known Manufacturer and Supplier of Fibre
Reinforced Plastic (FRP) products. We offer a wide range of FRP
products that includes FRP Hard Tops, Front grills, FRP wheel
arch, and so on.

BUMPERS
Those who are serious about safety as their part of design and customization we are here for
them. We help their safety to give a wrangler touch! Serious protection with a stylish look.
Metal Bumbers using it to push aside brush on the trail, carry a winch, or protect your front
end, no vehicle wears a bumper as we help you to solve your need.
The Bumper is smartly designed to be a direct bolt-on solution as a direct fit replacement
Specification
Front Bumper for Mahindra Thar/DI/540/550.
Made in 3mm Mild Steel
Comes with winch plate.
Poweder coated black.
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FRONT GRILL
Our organization is amongst the leading manufacturer and supplier of top quality range of
Mahindra thar front Grill. These FRP grills we are offering are used in front side of the
different types of vehicles Such as Mahindra thar CRDe , Thar DI, Bolero ,Mahindra 540,
Mahindra 550 which add style and durable structure to the automotive vehicles. Our FRP grills
are very elegant and long lasting because we are using ISO materials for manufacturing
Products, which can be customized depending on requirements.
These FRP grills are very easy to install and provide excellent
stability for long lasting use. We are specialised for Mahindra Thar
Front Grill Clients can avail from us our range of FRP grills at
reasonable range of prices.
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SNORKEL
A snorkel’s primary use is to allow for cool, dry, clean air to enter
into the engine. The snorkel can help prevent water or dirt from
entering an engine. Cooler air into the engine can increase its
horsepower, improve your engine’s performance, and will help to
increase the longevity of your vehicle.

SNORKEL
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WHEEL ARCH
With long years of successful and strong experience in the
industry, we are able to manufacture and supply premium range of
Fibre Wheel Arch Back. These FRP wheel arch backs are highly
demanded for various automotive installations as durable,
excellent strength and highly reliable structures for efficient use.
Our FRP wheel arch backs are made from premium grade FRP
materials that are carefully crafted and designed. These FRP wheel
arch backs are easily available to our clients at economical range of
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4”Wheel Arch

4”Wheel Arch

6”Wheel Arch

OEM Wheel Arch

Adventure Wheel Arch

6”Wheel Arch

Rubicon Wheel Arch

Rubicon Wheel Arch

LED LIGHTS
We offer attractive Thar LED Lights. We make your jeeps into a
newly one which has highly fitted with features that are highly
suitable for arid zones.
Unpaved roads, dark covers, wild rides, and exploration ahead! But
if you are going to do it, then you’ve got to make sure that you can
be watchful of what’s going to come ahead without much
difficulty. Jeep lightings are very essential if you are a stand strong
for tough travel trials. Get them fitted above the bumper, grills, or
windshields that will cut through rain, snow, fog and darkness
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WINCHES
A winch is a pulling device, comprised of a wound cable or rope and
a motor, that mounts (usually) to your Jeep's front bumper. A Jeep
winch is primarily used to pull you out of a tough spot or to rescue
a friend. ... However, electrical motors can provide five minutes of
pulling power even on a dead engine
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Runva

Warn

T-Max

RECOVERY TOOLS
We offer the best selection of Mahindra Thar Recovery Tools with
multiple choice . We hand select each Jeep Recovery Tool to ensure
it is built with the highest quality workmanship before showing it
to our customers. We want you to be able to find the right Jeep
Recovery Tool at the lowest possible price available. We offer many
types of unique and stylish Recovery Tools like Winch, farm jack,
Tow hook, Jerry can and from many different categories. Take a
look around at our huge selection of our Thar Jeep Recovery Tools.
Along with these wide range, we also provide various body
protection tools like – Differential guard, Clutch protection, Dog
bone shackle, steel rope(limp raiser).
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Diﬀerential Guard

Clutch Guard

Pindle tow Hook

Diﬀerential Guard

Clutch Guard

Farm Jack

Farm Jack

Tow Hook

Tow Hook

SUSPENSIONS
Leaf spring suspension modification is unique and most common
requirement in most of 4x4 models among Mahindra Thar Jeep
modification. We have more requirements and specalized in Thar
costomization and Jeep modification.
the Most popular styled vehicle in India designed to carry 7 people
but mostly people use for 1 to 4 passengers, where the
suspension design creates a hurdle. With fitment of Composite leaf
vibration has reduced from 0.9 Hz to 0.4 Hz as tested on the
vehicle. You can definitely enjoy a feel of coil suspension car.
Further ARC has increased the width of suspension which reduces
the roll of the vehicle considerably & thus handling becomes like a
car on corners, braking is better with leaf suspensions. Fatigue
due to riding has totally been reduced half the way as per study
done for last 28 years. These suspensions for Thar has highest
demand in Off-Roading enthusiast where they are used in critical
hilly road conditions for better stability & holding.
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Iron Man Shock Absorber

Thar CRDeComposite Leaf

Dog Bone Shackle

Thar CRDe - Shock Absorber

Thar DI - Composite leaf & Shock
Absorber

Lamda Free Wheel Hub

ROLL CAGE
Roll Bar Protects Occupants when in a Accident
Thar 4 mm seamless Steel Roll bars can replace your Thars stock
bars and come in full kit that tie all the way to the floor and bolt
in. Having ample protection in case of a rollover is vital to provide
protection to you and your passengers on the trail or on the
highway.
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Internal Roll Cage

Internal Roll Cage

External Roll Cage- 4 pt

External Roll Cage- 6 pt

External Roll Cage with Carrier

External Roll Cage with Carrier- 6 pt

TYRE & STEEL RIMS
We are an eminent brand in the service of offering Thar Tyres &
Steel rims. We offer sophisticated Mahindra Thar Tyres for
affordable rice. Other than Thar tyres
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TYRE & STEEL RIMS

JEEP ACCESSORIES
For all 4×4 body needs, finding the accessories has never been
easier as ever. FiberSmith is become a one stop shop for all your
needs, style, look, performance . We have everything from the most
popular accessories (floor mats, seat covers, Jeep side mirrors, Thar
tyres, LED lights). We have been providing Jeep lovers with high
quality accessories to make their owning experience more
enjoyable. Whether you’re in need of some off-road accessories like
our grab handles, or items to keep your Jeep looking its best
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THAR HARD TOP ( FRP )
Fiber Smith specializes in jeep hardtops. Hardtops are made with
multilayers of fiberglass / reinforcing materials. We have multiple
options of windows with modified Hardtop as per requirement. All
windows are with approved safety glass and colour tinted.
It reduces noise pollution drastically and you can carry on your
conversation without raising your voice. Car’s stereo sound system
and air conditioner will work better.
All of these features add up to making a new look, safety & style
from FIBER SMITH, a great value for your special jeep.
No alteration required in the original body, the jeep’s originality
remain same
Heavy duty rear door shock absorber with lock
No rattling and vibrations in the FRP Hard Top
Noice reduction (No engine noice and pollution Free)
Insulate outside temperature – Puff chemical Insulation
Air proof, Noice proof, Water proof
Soft corner edges.

THAR HARD TOP ( FRP )
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Rexin Interior

Double Door

Single Door

Carpet Interior

SEMI METAL HARD TOP
Fiber Smith specializes in jeep hardtops manufacturing. Metal
Hardtops are made with heavier and durable materials. Hardtop for
your Jeep provides better insulation and protection from natural
calamities and exposure.
We have multiple options of windows within Hardtop modified as
per requirement. All windows are with approved safety glass and
colour tinted. It reduces noise pollution drastically and you can
carry on your conversation without raising your voice. Car’s stereo
sound system and air conditioner will work better.
All of these features add up to making a new look, safety & style
from FIBER SMITH, a great value for your special jeep, also make
comfort feel with interior finishing

SEMI METAL HARD TOP
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METAL HARD TOP
CUSTOMIZED

Fiber Smith specializes in jeep hardtops. We customized Metal Hardtops
are made with heavier, and durable materials . Metal Hard tops for your
Jeep provide better insulation and protection from natural calamities and
exposure
We have multiple options of windows with modified rubicon Hardtop as
per requirement. All windows are with approved safety glass and colour
tinted. It reduces noise pollution drastically and you can carry on your
conversation without raising your voice. Car’s stereo sound system and
air conditioner will work better. All of these features add up to making a
new look, safety & style from FIBER SMITH, a great value for your special
jeep, also make comfort feel with interior finishing

METAL HARD TOP
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JEEP FENDERS
CUSTOMIZED
Fibre Smith manufactures and supplies premium range of
Customized Wheel Arch . These Metal wheel arches are highly
demanded for various automotive installations due to it’s durable,
excellent strength and highly reliable structures for efficient use.
Our Metal wheel arches are made for Customized Tyres that are
carefully crafted and designed.

JEEP FENDERS CUSTOMIZED
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THAR CUSTOMIZED
TO NEXT LEVEL

Fiber Smith specializes in jeep hardtops. We customized Metal
Hardtops are made with heavier, and durable materials . Metal
Hard tops for your Jeep provide better insulation and protection
from natural calamities and exposure
We have multiple options of windows with modified rubicon
Hardtop as per requirement. All windows are with approved safety
glass and colour tinted. It reduces noise pollution drastically and
you can carry on your conversation without raising your voice. Car’s
stereo sound system and air conditioner will work better. All of
these features add up to making a new look, safety & style from
FIBER SMITH, a great value for your special jeep, also make comfort
feel with interior finishing

THAR CUSTOMIZED

TO NEXT LEVEL
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THAR DI
CUSTOMIZED
Fibresmith Customized Mahindra Thar DI jeeps in to new look ,
Install brand new AC , Conversion of thar Crde Dash board and
Console Box Supported for install off road accessories and roll
cages Suggested & installed Composite leaf Springs for better
Driving Experience Increased Stability Reduces Body Roll ,
Enhanced Breaking - Prevents uneven breaking in emergency
situations, Reduced stopping distance in emergency situations and
prevents the car from skidding from the desired path, Maximises
tyre grip over the road reduces tyre wear and Tear considerable
the Composite leaf springs 5 times Stronger than Stock Springs

THAR DI CUSTOMIZED
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SEAT COVERS &
INTERIORS
Fibresmith seat covers are trilaminates consisting of a face fabric,
foam layer and scrim backing. Car seat covers protect the original
seat upholstery from wear & add a custom look to your vehicle's
interior. The fabrication help to maintain the seats life Seat Covers
Fabrics and Interior designs make your jeep travel more
comfortable

SEAT COVERS & INTERIORS
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Front Folding Seat

Rear Folding Seat

Front Folding Seat

Rear Folding Seat

Rear Captain Seat

Dashboard Rexin Work

Rear OEM Seat

Dashboard Rexin Work
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Dashboard Rexin Work

Dashboard Rexin Work
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